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ANSWERING THE ALLEGATION THAT 
SOME LATER HANAFI’S TAMPERED 

WITH A NARRATION IN THE  
MUSTADRAK AL HAKIM  

REGARDING SALATUL WITR 
 

Praise be to Allah that is due from all grateful believers, a fullness of 
praise for all his favours: a praise that is abundantly sincere and 
blessed.  May the blessings of Allah be upon our beloved Master 
Muhammad, the chosen one, the Apostle of mercy and the seal of all 
Prophets (peace and blessings of Allah be upon them all); and upon his 
descendants who are upright and pure: a blessing lasting to the Day of 
Judgment, like the blessing bestowed upon the Prophet Ibrahim 
(alaihis salam) and his descendants.  May Allah be pleased with all of 
the Prophetic Companions (Ashab al-Kiram).  Indeed, Allah is most 
worthy of praise and supreme glorification! 

 
The following is a succinct response to the claims spread by the vehemently anti-
Hanafi proponent known as Abu Alqama Ali Hassan Khan from Pakistan, that 
allegedly some later Hanafi’s made tahreef (distortion) of a Hadith in the Mustadrak al-
Hakim.  This latter individual has also spread the claim that some later Hanafi’s 
allegedly tampered with a narration in the Sunan of Abu Dawud.  This compiler has 
already written and uploaded an internet based counter reply to his false claims on this 
which emanated from one of their later writers, known as Sultan Mahmud al-Jalalpuri. 
 
Those who have followed an inkling of Abu Alqama’s posts in the past will soon 
realize that he is merely an emotively inexperienced non-academic transmitter and 
translator from mainly Urdu into English, of the mutterings of some of the Indian 
subcontinent pseudo-Salafites of this age.  Abu Alqama in his dry and farcical English 
has often shown his rancid temper by calling his opponents “Quburi” (grave 
worshippers), Dajjals and a whole host of other similar insults. May Allah guide him. 
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Abu Alqama said on Sun Jul 18, 2004 7:59 am1 under the thread entitled: 
 
 Tahreef of books of hadith by deobandi  
 
- The following claim based on the findings of Irshad al-Haqq of Pakistan: 
 
 
 
 

Shaykh Arshad showed also a tahreef in Mustadrak Hakim and 
Sunan Abu Dawud2  
 
Tahreef in Hakim  
 
There is a hadith in which Aishah says that when the Prophet 
saw prayed three rak'a of witr, he did not sit but at the end  
 
And a deobandi publisher in karachi published it with words " he 
did not make salam but at the end"  
 
So the words "he did not sit" where replaced by " He did not do 
salam"  
 
And here also, they don't have any nuskhah, it is an error in 
publishing, an error that suits hanafi fiqh. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 At the ahya.org forum 
2 This claim regarding Sunan Abu Dawud has been dealt with from this writers pen already in radd to al-
Jalalpuri, Bakr Abu Zayd, Irshad al-Haqq, Zubair Ali Za’i, Abu Khuzaimah, Abu Hibban and Abu Alqama 
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THE HANAFI RESPONSE: 
 
 
The claim mentioned by Abu Alqama from Irshad al-Haqq is not a novel one, but it 
was also spread by the Saudi based writer, Bakr Abu Zayd in his al-Rudud (p. 260), 
who merely blindly copied the claim of the Shaykh of the “Ahl-e-Hadeeth” of India in 
his time, Shamsul Haqq al-Azimabadi (d. 1329 AH).  The latter discussed this issue 
regarding the narration from A’isha (ra) in his notes to the Sunan al-Daraqutni known 
as al-Ta’liq al-Mughni which was originally printed in 1310 AH/1892.3 
 
Bakr Abu Zayd said: 
 

 
 
Now, Abu Alqama claimed (may be on the authority of Irshad al Haqq) that a 
Deobandi publisher in Karachi printed the said narration from Aisha (ra) as:  
 
"he did not make salam but at the end"  
 
This is surprising to read, since al-Azimabadi passed away in 1329 AH, so the claim of 
Abu Alqama that a Deobandi published it with “Tahreef” is invalid from chronological 
deduction, since Bakr Abu Zayd implied that al-Azimabadi had also made this claim 
originally more than 100 years ago! 
                                                 
3 This was mentioned in an article at: http://almuttaqoon.com/ar/t909.htm 
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Looking now at the originally printed Hyderabad edition of the Mustadrak al-Hakim 
(1/304) with the Talkhis al-Mustadrak of al-Dhahabi printed beneath it we may observe 
the following: 
 

The above printed copy of al-Mustadrak was finalised in 1335 AH by Da’iratul Ma’arif 
in Hyderabad, India; as the editor of that volume dated it as such at the end of the first 
volume.  This indicates that al-Azimabadi who passed away in 1329 AH did not live to 
see this copy of the Mustadrak in print.  The following is a scan from al-Azimabadi’s 
al-Ta’liq al-Mughni4on this issue: 
 

                                                 
4 Muassasa Risala edition 
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 Indeed, the printed text of the Mustadrak does say from A’isha (ra) that the Prophet 
(sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) would perform 3 (rak’ats) of Witr and he would not make 
the Salam except at the end (of the 3 rak’ats).  In the footnotes, Hafiz al-Dhahabi 
has presented the same narration but with a difference in just one wording, and that is 
he did not sit but at the end  
 
If the above printed edition underwent wilful distortion of part of the wording under 
the auspices of some Hanafi editors, one may question why did they leave the alternate 
version in wording as al-Dhahabi transmitted it in his Talkhis of the Mustadrak?!  
Indeed, the likes of Abu Alqama have not done their initial homework in depth to 
create a concrete claim that some later Ahnaf did for sure tamper with the wording.  If 
they had deliberately done so, then what would have prevented them from making 
sure that al-Dhahabi’s wording should have fitted in with the Mustadrak that they 
printed?! 
 
It is not the aim of this article to prove the fiqh of how Witr should be performed and 
what are the key proofs used by the Ahnaf, but interspersed within this article there is 
a flavour of some of the narrations utilised by the Hanafi’s. 
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What we have not seen from Abu Alqama and his Shaykhs is who else from the major 
Hanafi and non-Hanafi Muhaddithin had presented the narration from A’isha (ra) with 
the wording as found in the printed edition of al-Mustadrak which is typed below: 
 
Mustadrak al Hakim (1/304, Hyderabad edition): 
 

��� �����	
����� ����� �
	��� ����	��� ��	� ��	��� ����������  �
������ ! ��" �#����� ��	� ��$����� ��	� �%����� &'�(������ ! ��" 
�����	��) ��	� �*�+
�( ��	� ,���� �-��	��) ! ��" ������� ! 	��. �/����0�1 ! 	��. �/�
��
�2 ��	� 3�(	��� ! 	��. ��	4�� ��	� 

 ,�( 5�6 �789���� 5 �:;�"�� �
�0��� $ ��<9�� =�����
 ����> " : �A����1 ! �-�)�B��. 	��. ! �7��)�C

$��C�
�D " ��E�C�� �
�0�� �
����� �������FG����� �
���. ��	� �%�<H���� ] ! �����.�� ���E��� =�	C�� ����-�������  
 
 
What is notable is that the above narration is also narrated from al-Hakim by al-
Bayhaqi in his Sunan al-Kubra as follows but the wording is connected to sitting at the 
end 
 
Sunan al-Kubra of al-Bayhaqi (3/28): 

 
����
����� ����� ��	��. ��<9�� &'�(������ ! I��� ����� �
	��� ����	��� ��	� ��	��� ����������  �
������ ! ��" �#����� ��	� ��$����� 
��	� �%����� &'�(������ ! ��" �����	��) ��	� ,���� �-��	��) ! ��" ������� ! 	��. �/����0�1 ! 	��. �/�
��
�2 ��	� 3�(	��� ! 	��. 
��	4�� ��	� �7��)�C ! �.	� �-�)�B��. ! �A���1 " : ����> =�����
 ��<9�� $ �
�0��� �:;�"�� 5 ���4���� 5�6 ,�( 

$��C�
�D  "! ��E�> ,�( ���E�C �-�����J
�� ! 	��1�� ����J��
 ,�( �:����� ��	4�� ��	� �7��)�C �
�0�� J,��<��� $ �K	��0�� 
$7&" �K	����� ! ��<9���� �7�9	.��   

 
Additionally, it is also mentioned in al-Bayhaqi’s Ma’rifatus Sunan: 
 

����
����� ����� ��	��. ��<9�� &'�(������ ! ����1 : ����
����� ��������� ��	� �%�&�	4�� =�	��4��� ! ����1 : ����"$��� 3��	��� ��	� 
,���� �%����H ! ����1 : ����"$��� ��	��. �%�$C����� 	��� �L��H�. ! ����1 : ����
����� M���4�� ! 	��. �/����0�1 ! 	��. �/�
��
�2 
��	� 3�(	��� ! 	��. ����4�� ��	� �7��)�C ! 	��. �-�)�B��. ! �A����1 : ����> +,��<��� $ " 5 �789���� ,�( ��	��0�4�>$
�� 

��	������=N� ���� �
�0����� " ! ��E�>�C ��������
 ��	��. �%�$C����� ��	� �L��H�. ! 3����.�� ��	� �O&���� ! 	��. ����4�� ��	� 
,���� �-����
�. ! ���C�� M
���0��� ���� �:�������� ��$��N� ! ������
� ������� ��	� ����2�� ! 	��. �/����0�1 ! ����1�� ����( : 

 ,���� ��	�� �-������
 �P;��� ���C�� " $��C�
�D ,�( 5�6 ���4���� 5 �:;�"�� �
�0��� " $ ��<9�� =�����
 ����>
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�-����
�. ! �7��)�C�� J,�B���&0	�$��� ! �
��	4���� ! �7�$��C�� ! 	��. �/����0�1 ! ���<��6�� &-�����J
�� ,�( �:;<"�� 	��. ��	��. 
��<9�� ��	� ����4	��� ! 	��� ����	��1 �
	��Q �R�&(	
�� " : �0���
 ��	�<9�� S:;�" ! �
�0���> �
���<��� �/;�� �%�
�T����� " ! 
	��1�� ���4�(�
 3��	��� ��	� �$��
�>�2 ��	� ,���� �%�U�������� ! ���. �V��	.�N� ! 	��. �W����� ��	� �:�
������ ! 	��. ��	��. 

����	�$
�� ��	� ����2�� ! 	��. ��	��. ��<9�� ! ����
������� ����� �
�>�� ��	� �:�
������ ! ����1 : ����
����� ����� ��������� 
+,���H&1�
�$��� ! ����1 ��	�� ,���� �%�U�������� ��E�C SP��4�X ! 	7���� ����	
�� ���. �V��	.�N� �Y.�&(	
�� ���
	��Q ! ����1 

&Z	�<)�� ����	��� : ������
 +[�
	�<"�� ,�( �K����U��� ! �.����	� ��<9�� ��	� �
	���&� ! ����C�
	��Q�� ! ���. �V��	.�N� �\(�&1	��� 
 ���
�� ��������� ! ���. �V��	.�N� ! 	��. �7��C��
	��6 ! ����1 : ����1 ��	��. ��<9�� ��	� ����4	��� " �
�0����� MK	��� 	��� 
MO	�� ! 5�� <��1�� 	��� �:;�" " ! ��E�C�� MK�H������ SP�&1	�����  

 
Someone may now suggest that since al-Bayhaqi transmitted it with the wording 5 ���4����   
from al-Hakim, then for sure someone must have tampered with the wording from 
���4���� 5 to 5 �789����  ?! 
 
The issue here is what is the proof that later Hanafi’s tampered with it?  What will 
become viewable below is that the above narration from the printed edition of al-
Hakim’s Mustadrak with the wording:  5  �789���� is not an invention of any later Ahnaf, 
but rather the manuscripts of the Mustadrak differ in the precise wording at hand.  In 
the next few pages, it will be shown from the works of some major Hanafi Hadith 
specialists that in their respective times there must have existed manuscripts of the 
Mustadrak with the wording 5 �789���� , rather than 5 ���4����  
 
What is also viewable above is that al-Bayhaqi did not transmit the following words of 
al-Hakim after A’isha’s narration: 
 

��E�C�� �
�0�� �
����� �������FG����� �
���. ��	� �%�<H���� ] ! �����.�� ���E��� =�	C�� �-����������  
 
Namely, that this is the Witr of Amir al-Mu’min Umar ibn al Khattab and from him 
the People of Madina took this.  The Hanafi’s have alternate narrations from Umar 
(ra) and other Sahaba to demonstrate their view that after 2 rak’ats one should sit for 
Tashhahud, and raise back up for one more rak’ah without taslim after the first 
Tashhahud but only in the final sitting.  This will be mentioned in due time below. 
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HANAFI MASTERS WHO TRANSMITTED AL-HAKIM’S 
NARRATION AS �������� 	 RATHER THAN �
����� 	 

 
 
The first testification is from the 8th century Imam, Jamalud-Din al-
Zayla’i (d. 762 AH) in his Nasb al Ra’ya (2/118) who mentioned this narration as 
follows (see the underlining carefully): 
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The editor of Nasb al Ra’ya has mentioned the difference in the manuscripts of the 
Mustadrak and has also mentioned some of the Hanafi Ulama who transmitted the 
narration with the wording:  �������� 	 
 
The second testification is from 3 works of the 9th century Hanafi 
Muhaddith, Imam Badrud-Din al Ayni (d. 855 AH) 
 
i) In his al-Binaya fi Sharh al Hidaya (2/575) he mentioned it with �789���� 5 :- 
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ii) The same was mentioned in his commentary to the Sunan of Abu Dawud al-Sijistani 
(5/330) 
 
 

 
 
iii) Finally, he also mentioned it with the same wording in his commentary to Sahih al-
Bukhari known as Umdatul Qari (7/3): 

 
 � ������	 
	�� � ��� ���� ��� ����� ������ ���� ����� � �)���" ( $�% &��' �(��� )* 
���"+,

 � 
	�� � ���� ��-�	 ./%� � 0��� 1  2	 3-"�)�%�45�( )* 
���"+, �(���  2	 3-"� $�% &��' 
67�89 � :1* 0��� 1 ;<=, ��-�
�>�? @� 0��� A��BC�	 D�E F�� G��� �H* 3�'�  
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The third testification is from the 9th century Imam and Faqih of the 
Hanafi’s in his time, Shaykh Kamalud-Din ibn al Humam (d. 861 
AH) 
 
In his Fath al Qadir (Sharh on al-Hidaya of al-Marghinani), Ibn al Humam mentioned 
it with the wording - �789���� 5  :- 

 )IJ�K�L�M, N6��O�L, PQLRS�T� �K� IU�L/K%L� P;�K�KV T�O�M-S�	 (  �L�O�L� T�W��	 L�MXL� P�L(M��L� OUL�L� �LYM� } W$K�
 N�MCN��	 I;�K�K=M, T�M�-T� K$�K% TJ�K�N��	L� P[�K�NR�	 M�O�K�L� { L]�LYO>* T�W��	 T�LYM�L� T6L�L�S�	 FK̂ L�L�

 M6O�L5LY�M�O�L5M, T�M�-T� I3O-K' �M_L� ` T�W��	 T�LYM�L� a�M/M_�N(�	 M3	L-S'K� T4L�K� 	KbL7 ` M;�K�W=�	 FK�L� LcMYM�O�TYS�	
L� IdM��L P3O-K' L-T7L�T
�L�O�L�L� �L �LYM�O�K�L� P�NeT�S�	L� ` T�W��	 T�LYM�  

TfO�N(�	  

)2/355(

  
 ) �L�O�L� T�W��	 L�MXL� P�L(M��L� OUL�L� �LYM� T�P�O-K' (T0M%�L�S�	 gL�L� �L�O�L� �LYM�MhO�LE FK�L� K3�K'L� 

 �M_ �W�* T0i�L�T� �K� I;�K�K=M, T�M�-T� L0W�L"L� M�O�K�L� T�W��	 FW�L� M�W��	 P3-T"L� K$�K% } : O&K��K'
 L0W�L"L� M�O�K�L� T�W��	 FW�L� k�MCN��	 K$�K% } O&K��K' �L�O�L� l�M��L�N��	 gL�L� 	KbK%L� ` { N6M7M�M89

 M�O�M-S�	 O�L5L/S%L� �M_ T0i�L�T� �K� { K$�K% L�LYT� L6O,	 W$* M6L�L�S�M� KQ�M' T0M%�L�S�	 LmL�O8K�L� T0i�L�T�
 MnMCŜ N5��M, M�L�MH�W=�	 �M_ ToL�O�L� K$�K%L� T�O�M L�KpS_K� T�LYT� K$�K% K3�KpK_ M�O�M-S�	 O6M M6O�L5L/S%N��	 �M_

 T�O�L� L&K̂ L"L� FL�L5OH	.  
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The fourth testification is from the 9th century Hanafi Hafiz of 
Hadith, Imam Qasim ibn Qutlubugha (d. 879 AH), who mentioned it 
from al-Hakim in his al-Ta’rif wal Akhbar bi-Takhrij ahadith al Ikhtiyar5 as follows: 
 

 
 
                                                 
5 The edition used here is from a PhD thesis edited by Muhammad Almas Ya’qubi with the approval of 
Umm al-Qurra University (1410 AH/1990 CE). No accusations of tampering was mentioned by the editor 
with regard to the narration in the Mustadrak 
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The fifth testification is from the 10th century Hanafi faqih, Mulla Ali 
al-Qari (d. 1014 AH)  
 
In his Sharh on Mishkat al-Masabih, known as Mirqat al-Mafatih (2/202) he quoted 
from Imam Ibn al Humam as follows: 
 
 

3�'J�Yr	 6,	  0%�s	 g��2	 3-"� $�% &��' �(��� 6� �Y�h�E F�� 3�'�  1* 0��� 1 ;<=, ��-� 
67�89 ���-�	 ./%� � 0��� 1 t��	 $�% &��' ���� ������	 g�� 	b%�  

 
A similar quote is found in Imam Ali al-Qari’s Sharh on the Musnad Abu Hanifa (p. 
511): 
 

)��U�/%� ;<=, �V-� $�% `��	��  ( � F�� `�(��� U�� �Y% `[4�	� �Y���5, A� ̀���� 0%�s	 
	��
&��' :67�89 � 1* 0��� 1 ;<=, ��-� 0�"� ���� �:��	 F�� �:��	 3-"� $�%. 	b%� 

&��' `���� ������	 g�� :��-�	 ./%� � 0��� 1 0�"� ���� �:��	 F�� t��	 $�% 6,	 u�R �  �C�E ��
67�89 � 1* 0��� 1 ;<V � ��-�	 $� F�� $-Y��v	 wx� 4' `6�s	 6� `
4��,) . y, ���_ ��p�} GC"

F��z	 d,� 0"	{ � `}$��_�^�	 ���� �� Q'{ � `}4�� �:��	 -7 Q' { 6, 4�/" 6� `
4��, A���{�	 g���
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3�' |�C� 6,	 6� `nC> : 0�"� ���� �:��	 F�� �:��	 3-"� $�% y, )� 	 � ��p� `;<=, ��-�} 0"	 GC"
F�� 	 d,�{
�89 )* `.  

 
The sixth testification is from the 12th century Hanafi Hafiz of 
Hadith, Imam Muhammad Murtada al-Zabidi (d. 1205 AH) 
 
He mentioned al-Hakim’s narration in his Uqud al-Jawahir al-Munifa fi Adilla 
Madhhab al Imam Abi Hanifa (p. 81) as follows: 
 

 
 
 
These are 6 major Imams from the Hanafi School who are all respected for being adil 
(upright) and dabit (precise) in what they transmitted, and no one accused them of any 
form of wilful tahreef of al-Hakim’s narration. 
 
The seventh testification is from the 13th century Hanafi Shaykh of 
India, Allama Abdal Hayy al-Laknawi 
 
In the days of Shamsul Haqq al-Azimabadi there lived a formidable Hanafi scholar 
known as Shaykh Abdal Hayy al-Laknawi (d. 1304 AH).  He too has quoted al-
Hakim’s narration in his Ta’liq al-Mumajjad6 (1/520) which is a commentary to the 
Muwatta of Imam Muhammad al-Shaybani.  Shaykh Abdal Hayy said as follows: 
 

                                                 
6 Acknowledgements go to the South African Shaykh, Husain Kadodia for informing me about this, and for sending 
the scan from Shaykh Laknawi’s work 
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To close this section we will quote one non-Hanafi Muhaddith of his time who did 
also mention al-Hakim’s narration in both formats without accusing any Hanafi of 
wilful tahreef. 
 
Al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar al Asqalani al-Shafi’i (d. 852 AH) mentioned it in his al-
Diraya fi Takhrij ahadith al-Hidaya7 (p. 190) as follows: 
 

242 F�� 2	 3-"� $�% 0%�s	 J<�, 6���, QR�� 1 }/� ;<=, ��-� $�% 0�"� ���� 2	 F�� t��	 $� �(��� ��4� 
0�"� ���� 2	67�89 � 1* 0��� 1 ;<=, ��-�  

 
Ibn Hajar also knew of the alternate version from the Mustadrak in his Talkhis al-
Habir: 

 
518 ~M4L� N6T7L�M89 � �W�* T�M�OeL� �K� I;�K�K=M, T�M�-T� K$�K% L0W�L"L� M�O�K�L� T�W��	 FW�L� T�NHK� P��  k�MpL�O�LCS�	L� k�M��L�N��	L� T4LYO�K� 

 N6T�L�O�L, PQMRS�L� �K� I;�K�K=M, T�M�-T� K$�K% L4LYO�K� P�S�K�L� K�L(M��L� M�L�	L�M� O6M T0M%�L�S�	L� ����N6M7M�M89 �M_ �W�* T4T/SpL� �K� 0%�s	.  
 
Assuming that al-Hakim transmitted the wording from A’isha (ra) as “He did not sit 
but at the end” and as al-Hakim claimed after mentioning A’isha’s narration that: 
 
 

��E�C�� �
�0�� �
����� �������FG����� �
���. 	��� �%�<H���� ] ! �����.�� ���E��� =�	C�� �-����������  
 
Namely, that this is the Witr of Amir al-Mu’min Umar ibn al Khattab and from him 
the People of Madina took this.  It has been said earlier that the Hanafi’s have alternate 

                                                 
7 This is a follow up work to Hafiz al-Zayla’i’s Nasb al-Ra’ya, and al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar did not take liberty to mention 
that what al-Zayla’i quoted from al-Hakim was some form of tampered version of A’isha’s (ra) narration 
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narrations from Umar (ra) and other Sahaba to demonstrate their view that after 2 
rak’ats one should sit for Tashhahud, and raise back up for one more rak’ah without 
taslim after the first Tashhahud but only in the final sitting just like Salatul Maghrib. 
 
What indicates that al-Hakim’s claim that Umar (ra) and the People of Madina did not 
sit except at the end of 3 Rak’ats to be a weak statement, is the following authentic 
narration from Imam al-Tahawi’s Sharh Ma’ani al Athar (1/293, no. 1742): 

 
 ����1 ! ������ ,���� ��	�� ����"$��� : +,��	4�U��� �����	��9�� ��	� 3��	��� ����"$��� , �%	C�� ��	�� ����� ����1 , ����1 : �M
	��. ,���
����� , 	��.

 ���;�C ,���� ��	�� , �-���
��� ��	� �
��	������ 	��. �b�$�$��� ��	�� 	��. , ����1 : ����� �<��(�� �\9	��� �
�>�� , 	
�0�=� 	7�� ,8�6 �
���. ������( ,
 ���L��
�� ����������� �7����(,�A��4�>�
 �:�;�" ����� 3<9���( , $��C�
�D ,�( �<�6 	789���� 	7��  

 
Ibn Abi Dawud --- Yayha ibn Sulayman al-Ju’fi --- Ibn Wahb --- Amr --- Ibn Abi Hilal 
--- Ibn al Sabbaq --- al-Miswar ibn Makhrama (ra) said that they buried Abu Bakr (ra) 
at night.  Umar (ra) said:  ‘I have not prayed Witr as yet.’  He then stood up and we 
formed lines behind him.  He led us in prayer with three rak’ats and did not give the 
Salam until the last (rak’ah). 
 
The above narration from the Sahabi, al-Miswar ibn Makhrama shows that Umar (ra) 
lead with three rak’ats of Witr8 and he did not give the Salam until the last Tashhahud. 
 
SANAD ANALYSIS FOR THE LAST NARRATION: 
 
Imam al-Tahawi is a trustworthy Hafiz who narrated from his Shaykh, Ibn Abi 
Dawud.  The latter is known as Ibrahim ibn Abi Dawud and al-Dhahabi mentioned 
him as a Hafiz of Hadith in his Siyar a’lam (13/393) with praise from Ibn Yunus as 
follows: 

189 -  ABCDECا *GHICم، اLMNا ،LOCاPQ ،دSTUCق، اLOWإ SYداود، أ AYأ \Y ]HاهDYيإ`WNداود ا \Y نLUHbW  ،AMLICا ،
`CSUCري اSdCا .ABCDECا ، eMSUfM مN ]g \HhOhiY)1 .(jUW :سLlإ AYأ \Y دمm ،]lDM AYأ \Y `HnWو ،AoLBpCا DqBM LYوأ ،

]qhrEsو .]bnCا eHtأو \M نLوآ .LvSw \Yل اLy :z{Dذاآ ،l`OCا eHtأو \M نLوآ} .~by :z�t وي: روىDqCا �WSl \Y `UOM ،
هS أ�` اLiOCظ اSTUCدLy : \lل أ�oSl \Y `HnW SY. وetLUw، وأSY اSiCارس ا�BC`ي، وأSY اLEnCس اvN[، وأDinw SY اLO�Cوي

وL�Yر Y\ ، ورواد Y\ اDTCاح، jUW أLy)2 :(DqBM LYل اLBt \YآHnEW e�W . D\ وLEn� AQ DdUY AQS{ ،\Hh�Mن. اLEgNت
A�lDHBCا� ا`Et ،A�L�SCا �HOlو ،zYر `Et \Y `l�lة، و`t �UWو .  

Ibn Abi Dawud narrated from Yahya ibn Sulayman al-Ju’fi who was declared to be 
Saduq (truthful) with some mistakes by Ibn Hajar in al-Taqrib al-Tahdhib as follows: 
 

 ]7564 [     �� �� ����9� �� 3���            �� L3H� b��� 
�� ��2� ,(�>�� ��4� ��� ,�4U�� ��4� �� 3�
 A * ��";"� ���" �� K�� -�� A�� /
)�4�� 

                                                 
8 One may also consult the Musannaf of Abdar Razzaq (no. 4636) and Sharh Ma’ani al-Athar of al-Tahawi (1/294, 
no. 1747) for a narration from Anas ibn Malik (ra) performing 3 rak’ats of Witr with the salam at the last Tashhahud 
alone 
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Yahya narrated from Ibn Wahb.  Ibn Wahb is Abdullah ibn Wahb and Ibn Hajar 
declared him to be a jurisprudent who was a Trustworthy Hafiz and Abid in al-Taqrib 
as follows:  
 

 ]3694 [  [
���� ���� ��� 7C5�� ,)
��� 79�� �� %C� �� e� ��.���. '(�� -�" ������ -4��0�� �� 
 R -�� ��4��� ��0�"� ��� ��4�0� K�� -�� A��  

  
Ibn Wahb narrated from Amr who is known as Amr ibn al Harith al-Ansari.  The later 
did narrate from Ibn Abi Hilal who is commonly known as Sa'eed ibn Abi Hilal (see 
Tahdhib al-Tahdhib of Ibn Hajar, 8/8, no. 22).  Ibn Hajar graded Amr as being a 
Trustworthy jurisprudent and Hafiz in al-Taqrib as follows: 

 
 ]5004 [        � 7C5�� [
���N� %��4� �� :
���� �� �
�.    %��� ��� [
���  '(�� ���( -�"   -4����� �� 

 R -B��� ������ ��1 ����1 A��  
  
Amr’s Shaykh was Ibn Abi Hilal and he is Sa’eed ibn Abi Hilal whose narrations are 
found in Sahih al-Bukhari and Sahih Muslim also.  Ibn Hajar mentioned the following 
about Ibn Abi Hilal in al-Taqrib: 
 

 ]2410 [                  I)� �� O��� �� ��1� ��N� ,��� ��1 [
���� L;4�� ��� 7C5�� ,"�9�� �;C ,�� �� ��4�
  ���b���                    A�f� -������ �� H90� ��� ���� �. 3>� ,U���� �� 56 ��9� ���4X0 ,( 72� ��5 
� 7� 

 R -��� ������ ��1 ��1� ��9�1 ��1� ��";"�� �4�  
   

Ibn Abi Hilal is generally Saduq (truthful) and he narrated from Ibn al-Sabbaq who is 
commonly known as Ubayd ibn al Sabbaq who was declared to be Thiqa (trustworthy) 
by Ibn Hajar in al Taqrib as follows: 

 
 ]4373 [ �� ,����� /���) /����� -9���� b����� �� ���.��4� ��� ,��"-�"  R -"��"�� ��   

 
Ibn al-Sabbaq narrated from the Sahabi, al-Miswar (ra) and Ibn Hajar mentioned the 
latter to be a Sahabi in his al-Taqrib as follows: 

 ] 6672 [     �f� ���
f�� ��. ��� [
C2�� /
C2 �� P��� ��. �� %�C� �� �(�� �� -�
� �� 
�����
N� ���-��� R ��0�� K�
� -�� A��   

 
Imam al-Tahawi also mentioned the position of the Ulama of Madina in line with the 
Hanafi view in his Sharh Ma’ani al Athar: 
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 ����1 ! ��8E�G����� MK����
 ����"$��� 	��1�� : �%	C�� ��	�� ����"$��� , ����1 :� ,���
����� �����J2�� ,���� ��	� , ������� 	��. ,

 ����1: �\"�;�" �L�����&���� ��	����� �-������������ �
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���. �A���"�� , ��������� ��� ���� �������� �	 . 
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����� �
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�� ��	��. ����"$��� , ������� 	��. , �-�4	�$��� 	��. , �%J�������� ��	� ����4�� ,
 �
	���+2�� ��	� �/��	
�.�� ,$����� ��	� �7���������� �� , �����	�$
�� ��	��. ��	� �
�>�� ,������ , ��	��2 ��	� �-�U�
���� , ��	����.��
 ��<9�� ��	��. ��	� ��<9�� , �
����� ��	� �����	��9���� , ���$��
�� ��	X�(�� �g�;���� �����( ��	C�� 	7�C����� �-����)�� ,�(

��	����� �E��I�( �L	,<)�� ,�( ��&��9�0�� �Y�F��
 	7���9�X�(���� 	7�C�
�"�>��  . �-��J��� ���E�C 3�9�. 	7�����. &A	��.�� �$��� ����>�(
�� $��� ���4��	U�� 	��1 	7���B����9�.�� �-���������� �L�����&( 	��� ���	
�>�E 	��� ��E���( $��C�
�D ,�( �<�6 �789���� �5 S:�;�" �
�0����� $�
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�0����� $��C�
�D ,�( �<�6 �789���� �5 S:�; , �2��2�4��� ��	��. ��	� �
���. �W���E 3�9�. 	7���4����0�� , �W���E 	
�>���� 	7����
 ��	4�� �
�0�� 	��� ����> ��� �%J�������� ��	� ����4�� �7�9�. 	��1�� 	7�C����� M
�>���� , ���
	��T�� 3�0�(�I�( ,�� 3��	��� ��D�
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 �YX	��� �W���E�� �
	���+2�� ��	� &/��	
�. 3�0�(�� 	��1�� , 	��1 ��� �
�0����� ,�( M7��)�C ��&�	���� +[�
	C+2�� �����.  ���
 	��1��
 �%������ ��E�C ,�( ���� ���&0������
 �A��$����0 .�����) 	��1 ����� ��&(�;� ,�T������ �5 �$��� ��������. ��E���( �:����� 	��� ���� 

 �������	��� ��	4�( $7&" ��<9�� ������
 , 	7�C��4����0 ��	��9�. �b��<0� $7&" ����	4�� 	��� 	7�C�
�"�>�� ������1����.  
 
Additionally, Imam Badrud-Din al-Ayni has also mentioned in his Umdatul Qari (7/3-
4) something of a similar nature on three rak’ats of Witr with the taslim at the end of 
the Salah as follows: 
 

 � ��	 4C� 6,	 �>�8�)4��Y5�	 ( QR�� 1 ;<=, ��-� 3�' 6�� �	n5C�	 6� F�  2	 3-"� $� 4�/" �� 6�
 6���,��� -,�� �H�� |�C� 6,	� �/% 6, ��� ���b�� �-/� 6,	� F��� �Y�  

________________________________________ 
m A��p�	 [4Y�:7� :4   

��_-^�	 Q7�� �/C��	 ���p��	� ���/�	 4C� 6, �Y� 4��� ���* 07n�� �,��R�	 6 ���x �7� Ab�5�	 3�'� 
 $��_�^�	 ���� �� Q'� F�� 	 d,� 0"	 GC�, ��-�  2	 3-"� $�% �/% 6, �	 6� G��� 4��, ������	

	 -7 Q'� $�% ��� )�/� 2	 �X� ��� 6� ;��s	 ��4� 6 Ab�5�	 4��� 67�89 � :1* 0��� 1� 4�� 2
;<=, ��-�  2	 3-"� 
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A FURTHER LOOK AT AL-HAKIM’S 
NARRATION IN THE MUSTADRAK 

 
 
Assuming that the correct variant from the manuscripts of al-Hakim’s Mustadrak 
should have been in line with what al-Bayhaqi narrated in his Sunan as follows: 
 

����
����� ����� ��	��. ��<9�� &'�(������ ! I��� ����� �
	��� ����	��� ��	� ��	��� ����������  �
������ ! ��" �#����� ��	� ��$����� 

 3�(	��� ��	� �/�
��
�2 	��. ! �/����0�1 	��. ! ������� ��" ! �-��	��) ,���� ��	� �����	��) ��" ! &'�(������ �%����� ��	�
 ,�( 5�6 ���4���� 5 �:;�"�� �
�0��� $ ��<9�� =�����
 ����> " : �A���1 ! �-�)�B��. 	��. ! �7��)�C ��	� ��	4�� 	��. !

$��C�
�D" j 
 
One may notice that the narrator who took from Qatada in the above sanad was Aban 
who is Aban ibn Yazid al-Attar.  He is the only one who narrated it with the wording: 
“The Prophet (sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) performed 3 rak’ats of Witr 
and he did not sit but at the end (of the Salah).” 
 
Ibn Hajar mentioned the following point under Aban in al-Taqrib: 
 

 ]143 [  ��2� ��� [
���� 
�H4�� ��2� �� ������
(� �� -�" A � 7 * ��0��� ���� ,( A�� -4����� �� 
 O  

Namely, Aban was trustworthy but he had some narrations that he transmitted alone 
with no other narrators relating similarly to himself on some occasions. 
 
Imam Muhammad ibn Hasan al-Shaybani has a chapter heading in his Muwatta as: 
“Chapter on saying as-salamu alaikum in Witr.” Meaning the final salutation after 3 
rak’ats.   
 
The first narration (no. 258) he mentioned was as follows: 
 
Malik informed us: Nafi informed is that Ibn Umar would say as-salamu alaikum in 
Witr between the two Rak’ats and the one rak’ah, so that he could give the order for 
something he needed.” 
 
Muhammad (al-Shaybani) said: “We do not adhere to this; rather we adhere to the 
verdict of Abdullah ibn Mas’ud and Ibn Abbas, may Allah be pleased with them, and 
we do not think that as-salamu alaikum should be said between them.” 
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Now, after narrating some reports going back to Umar (ra), Ibn Mas’ud and Ibn Abbas 
(ra), the final narration that Imam al-Shaybani presented in his Muwatta (no. 266) was 
the following one from A’isha (ra): 
 
 

����1 M�$����� : ����
����� ����4�� ��	� ,���� �-����
�. ! 	��. �/����0�1 ! 	��. �/�
��
�2 ��	� ,���� �(	���3 ! 	��. 
����4�� ��	� �7��)�C ! 	��. �-�)�B��. ! j��� ������
 ��<9�� $ ����> " 5 �789���� ,�( �,�0�4�>�
 �
�0����� "   

 
Muhammad said: “Sa’eed ibn Abi Aruba informed us from Qatada from Zurara ibn 
Abi Awfa from Sa’eed ibn Hisham from A’isha (ra) that the Messenger of Allah 
(sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) would not say the Salam after 2 rak’ats of Witr.” 
 
The above narration has a similar isnâd back to A’isha as in the Mustadrak al-Hakim 
and Sunan al-Bayhaqi, except that Sa’eed ibn Abi Aruba was the one who narrated it 
from Qatada.  Sa’eed was mentioned in summary by Ibn Hajar in al-Taqrib as follows: 
 

 ]2365 [     
f�"> P����0 �� '(�� -�" [
���� 
X��� ��� 7C5�� [
>)��� ��
�� -��
. ,�� �� ��4�
 H90�� O���0��/���1 ,( O���� A�"� �� ��>���1� A� -�� A�� -������ ��  R ����� K��   

    
Namely, Sa’eed was a trustworthy Hafiz; though he performed a lot of tadlees and 
confused his narrations (in his last days) he was the most established narrator when 
reporting from Qatada. 
 
Hence, what Sa’eed narrated from Qatada is the most accurate version of the narration 
from A’isha (ra) with the wording being: 
 
“..That the Messenger of Allah (sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) would not say the Salam 
after 2 rak’ats of Witr.” 
 
Rather than: 
 
“The Prophet (sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) performed 3 rak’ats of Witr and he did not 
sit but at the end (of the Salah).” 
 
Additionally, the following narrators also took from Sa’eed ibn Abi Aruba with a list of 
the hadith works which has the same narration as quoted above from the Muwatta 
Muhammad: 
 
Bishr ibn al Mufaddal as in the Sunan al-Kubra of al-Nasa’i (no. 1701) 
Al-Mut’im ibn al Miqdam as in the Musnad al-Shamiyyin of al-Tabarani (no. 917) 
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Shuja ibn al Walid as in Sharh Ma’ani al Athar of al-Tahawi (no. 1044) 
Abda as in the Musannaf Ibn Abi Shayba (no. 6912, Awwama edn) 
Abdal Wahhab ibn Ata as in Sunan al-Kubra of al Bayhaqi (3/31) 
Yazid ibn Zur’ai as in Sunan al-Daraqutni (no. 1649), Salatul Witr of al Marwazi (no. 
114) and al-Khatib al-Baghdadi in his Ta’rikh (14: 284) 
 
 
Besides, al-Hakim9 has quoted a variant from Isa ibn Yunus from Sa’eed ibn Abi 
Aruba back to A’isha (ra):  

 
Mustadrak al Hakim (1/304): 
 

 :����
����� ��������� ��	� �%�&�	4�� ��	� �P����� =�	��4��� ! ��" 3��	��� ��	� ,���� �%����H ! ��" ��	��. �%�$C����� ��	� 
�L��H�. ! �I������ ��M���4 ! ��"���� ����� �
�>�� ��	� �b���	��6 ! �I������ ��������� ��	� J,�9�. ��	� ������2 ! ��" �7��C��
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�) ��	��	�<)�� ! 	7���� ����UJ
���  

 
Meaning that: “The Prophet (sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) would not give salam in the 
first two rak’ahs of Witr.” 
 
This narration was quoted by al-Hakim just before the narration that Abu Alqama et al 
claimed was tampered by some later Ahnaf! 
 
To conclude this section, the narration transmitted by Aban from Qatada is Ghayr 
Mahfuz (not preserved accurately) and since his narration opposes that by a number of 
other students of Qatada, it stands as being a Shadh (aberrant) narration. The correct 
narration is the alternate version mentioned from Imam Muhammad al-Shaybani and 
others. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
9 And also in the Musnad of Ishaq ibn Rahawayh (no. 1310) 
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CONCLUSION 
 

In closing this short treatise, the likes of Abu Alqama and his Shaykhs like Irshad al-
Haqq and Bakr Abu Zayd all spread the claim that some later Hanafi’s allegedly 
tampered with A’isha’s narration found in the Mustadrak of al-Hakim.  By Allah’s will 
it has been demonstrated by consulting the original works of some 7 Hanafi Ulama 
and one Shafi’ite Muhaddith, that they too had known of, and mentioned the narration 
from al-Hakim with the very wording that the pseudo-Salafites claimed was 
interpolated into A’isha’s narration to suit Hanafi fiqh as Abu Alqama claimed, when 
he bragged unjustly: 
 
So the words "he did not sit" where replaced by " He did not do salam"  
 
And here also, they don't have any nuskhah, it is an error in publishing, an error that suits 
hanafi fiqh. 
 
Rather, it is one of his vain fancies fuelled by the flames of hatred for the Hanafi’s!  
For those Hanafi scholars well before the days of Darul Ulum Deoband or other 
sections of the Hanafi’s of the Indian subcontinent did know of it by having some 
form of access to either a manuscript of the Mustadrak, or by relying on great and 
trustworthy scholars who were free from the accusation of willful tahreef of the 
narration at hand.   
 
If the likes of Abu Alqama are fair and stand for the ultimate truth, it would be in their 
interests to acknowledge that the manuscripts of the Mustadrak differ, and no Hanafi 
is known by name to have purposefully tampered with the said narration from earlier 
times.  Alas, the haughty ones are too arrogant to admit their shortcomings, though 
their calumny will not escape the judgement of Allah if they fail to make a sincere 
Tawba.  May Allah guide them and us.  Amin. 
 
 
Peace and Blessings on the Prophet Muhammad, his Family, and all his Companions. 
 
Abul Hasan 
London 
January 1st 2008/22nd Dhul Hijjah 1428 AH 
 


